
If you are interested to write an essay for the next issue of  [k n] eplease send a preliminary title as well as 
a short abstract of about 300 words to essay@kon-paper.com. The editor in charge will then contact you to 
discuss the details of your article as well as any further issues that might come up.

When writing the essay, the following requirements should be considered:

×  Your entire manuscript should be formatted according to these standard guidelines: grouped style, Times  
   New Roman 12 pt., 1,5 spacing. The File format should be .doc, .odt or .rtf

× When using special characters, such as quotation marks or apostrophes, please make sure you use them  
   correctly.

× The essay can be written in either English or German 

× In case you should decide to write your essay in German, please make sure you do so according to the new  
   German spelling rules.

× Your essay should be between 11.000 and 20.000 characters long (including bibliography and footnotes).

× For articles in English (German) please use “double quotation marks” („doppelte Anführungszeichen“)  
   to signify titles of essays, short stories and poems as well as citations.

× ‘single quotation marks’ (‚einfache Anführungszeichen‘) should be used to signify translations of foreign  
   words, definitions, nested quotations or figurative speech.

× Please use italics for the following purposes: Letters, words and sentences that are yet to be defined or that  
   are used as references. Please also use italics for words of foreign origin or foreign figures of speech as well  
   as for titles of books and magazines.

× Citations:

 × The origins of all direct quotes have to be sufficiently documented! In doing so please use the 
    following format:  “quote” (author, short title, page number). 

 × [Additions] and omissions […] in all quotes have to be put in square brackets. 

 × All quotes should, if possible, be given in their original language. For languages other than English  
    or German all quotes have to be directly followed by a translation. The translation has to be put in  
    brackets. Translations can either directly come from the author or from existing published  
    material. Translations by the author have to be labelled as such. For all translations that are taken  
    from existing published material, it is necessary to cite additional sources
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× Quotes exceeding four lines in length have to be cited without quotations marks; they have to be intended and  
   in font size 10. 

× Bibliography: Your essay should be followed by a list comprising all source material that you used. This 
list should be in alphabetical order of the last names of the authors. If you reference several texts by the same 
author, these should be put in chronological order. 
 
 × Internet sources: it is absolutely necessary to cite complete sources, which include the following: name  
    of the author, essay title, name of the website or name of the online journal (in italics), date of  
    publication, date of access and the complete web address. Page numbers are not required. Citing only  
    the http-address is not sufficient. Please list all Internet sources in alphabetical order of the author’s  
    name and include them as part of your bibliography. Please do not list them separately.

 × Required Information for freelance publications is the following: name of the author, title, subtitle,  
    place and date of publication as well as the name of the publishing house. Please format citations of  
    freelance publications like this: surname, first name: Title. Subtitle. Place of publication: Publishing  
    house, year of publication. 

 × Citations for essays published as part of anthologies should include the following: name of the author,  
    essay title, title of the anthology, place of publication, publishing house as well as the year of  
    publication of the anthology. Please format such references like this: surname, first name: “Title.  
    Subtitle”, in surname, first name (editor): Title. Subtitle, place of publication Place of publication:  
    Publishing house, year of publication, page number. 

 × Citations for articles published in journals should include the name of the author, the title of the  
   article, the name of the journal, the volume, the date of publication as well as the page number.  
    Please format such references like this: surname, first name: “Title. Subtitle”, in: Title. Subtitle, volume,  
    (year of publication), page number.  
  
 × For films please include the name of the director, the title of the film, the medium, country of origin,  
    the name of the distributor and the medium’s as well as the film’s year of publication. Please format  
    film citations like this: surname, first name: Title, medium, country of origin: name of the distributor,  
    the medium’s year of publication [the film’s year of publication].

 × When writing in German please use the conventional terms (eg. Hg. instead of ed.) and quotation  
    marks.
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